Abstract. In this article there discusses the question of advisability highrise construction, the reasons for its use, both positive and negative sides of it. On the one hand, a number of authors believe that it is difficult to avoid high-rise construction due to the limited areas in very large cities. On the other hand, a number of other authors draw attention to the problems associated with high-rise construction. The author of the article analyses examples of high-rise construction in several countries (UAE, Dubai "Burj Khalifa"; Japan "Tokyo Sky Tree"; United States of America, "Willis Tower"; Russia "Federation Tower") and proves the advisability of high-rise construction in the city.
Introduction
Nowadays high-rise construction is becoming more and more actual in the world. This is due to the fact the urbanization urban space is increasing and there is also accelerated development of construction technologies and technology of engineering support of buildings. As it was considered in USSR and then in Russia, high-rise buildings have height of 75 m that is more 25 floors. As for other countries, high-rise buildings have height from 35 to 100 metres. In the US and Europe under the skyscraper there is understood building above 150 m, and in other countries it is higher than 100 m. In Russia, the skyscrapers are considered buildings of height 75 m or more [1] . High-rise buildings play an important role in technical progress. They also promote economic development. In the modern world highrise construction occupies leading positions in the construction industry. Skyscrapers are becoming commonplace in big cities. Thanks to high-rise construction, developing countries show their opportunities. There are following factors:
1. Economic factors. High-rise construction develops very quickly in prestigious areas in large cities thanks to the high cost of land in megapolices, etc 2. Commercial interest. It is more profitable to implement large investment projects on high-rise construction.
3. Political image. High-rise and original buildings show economic stability and prestige of countries.
Nowadays economic factors play the most important role [2] . An international experience has shown, the buildings which height is 30 to 50 floors are most beneficial from an economic point of view. In this regard, high-rise construction is the most important direction in the modern big city. High-rise buildings may have different purposes. They may be hotels, offices, apartment houses. Usually high-rise buildings are multifunctional, that is there are parking garages, shops, offices, cinemas etc. As mentioned above high-rise construction came due to a significant shortage of territory for construction in megapolises. There is also a lack of land for office and hotel space in big cities.
The first international Symposium of the Council on tall buildings and urban environment was in 1971. The Council on Tall buildings and Urban Habitat developed and adopted international classification of skyscrapers depending on their height. The Council specifies the following types of skyscrapers (tall buildings).
1. Skyscrapers are buildings from 100 to 300 m. 2. High-rise buildings are buildings from 300 to 600 m. 3. Mega high building are buildings with the height more than 600 m. At present time the volume of construction of skyscrapers significantly increased. Highrise construction is actively developing in the congested cities of Asia. There is trying to solve housing problem with the help the construction of high-rise buildings. Last 10 years there exist the construction of high-rise buildings which are multifunctional [3] .
Review
Let us consider the tallest buildings in the world, in the countries; the most green buildings etc. High-rise buildings appeared in the United States. The term "skyscraper" appeared thanks to offices with a height of over 10 floors. These offices as well as the term "skyscraper" appeared in Chicago in 1891. In the following decades, the construction of skyscrapers actively took place in big cities in USA.
High-rise construction began in Europe in the late 1950 -early 1960. At first after the Second World War there was the restoration of the ruined historical centers of cities. There was also implemented mass economical housing construction of houses of the average number of storeys. After it, there began to construct high-rise buildings. As for Russia, highrise construction began in 1913. At that time the seven-story building was built. Nowadays Russia has 38 skyscrapers and it ranks 15th in the global rankings. If we look at international experience with respect to Moscow, that it is better to master 2-3 of the construction site on small plots on the outskirts of the capital. These complexes can have both social (e.g., new jobs at the place of residence) and compositional value. If you place them on the outskirts, it will allow not to disturb the panorama of the historic part of the city [4, 5] .
The rating of the International Council on tall buildings and urban habitat (ctbuh) is one of the important rankings, which is published every year. It gives the description of the 100 tallest buildings in the world. In accordance with it (the classification of CTBUH), today there are more than 3.8 thousand skyscrapers in the world. Their height is 150 m. There are 115 buildings above 300 m. There are 115 buildings above 300 m. Four Russian skyscrapers entered the hundred tallest buildings. These are "Federation Tower", Mercury City Tower and Eurasia and others.
The largest number of skyscrapers was built in 2017 year. They had 144 and they are above 200 metres. The most of the buildings were built in China (76). The following are USA (10 skyscrapers) and South Korea (7 skyscrapers). In this year, the highest constructed building has become an international financial center in China. It is 599 m and it has 115 floors. Let us consider tall buildings with the title of "the most". The tallest building, the greenest building etc. There consider the most green skyscrapers. The Bank is equipped with a system for electricity generation running on natural gas. It also has a system for collecting rainwater. The building has large windows. They let a lot of light. The sensors regulate the light level in the room. 4 USA Chicago "340 on the Park"
There is an own collection system for rainwater. It is used for technical purposes. 5 USA Manchester The CIS Tower More than seven thousand panels mounted on the walls of the building. 24 powerful wind turbine installed on the roof of the tower. It provides about 10 percent of the consumption of energy for the building.
There consider the tallest hotels in the world. They are shown in Figure 4 . 
Results
There consider some successful examples of creating high-rise buildings. These are Burj Khalifa in United Arab Emirates, Dubai; Tokyo Sky Tree in Japan; the Willis tower in Chicago and Federation Tower in Russia [6, 7] . 1. Let us consider more detailed the called skyscrapers: 1) The first is "Burj Khalifa". This is the tallest skyscraper in the world. The project of "Burj Khalifa" was designed by American architects. American architectural Bureau Skidmore, Owings and Merrill participated in the construction of "Burj Khalifa". American architect Adrian Smith was the author of the project. The building is a work of art and marvel of engineering. "Burj Khalifa" has no equal in the world. Different states took part in design and construction of the building. Burj Khalifa was inaugurated in Downtown Dubai on 4 January 2010. Since that time it has officially became the tallest building in the world. Skyscraper has a height of 828 meters and 163 floors. This is like a miniature "city within a city". Offices and hotels, retail and residential space and own parks and boulevards are located inside the skyscraper. The first 37 floors are given to the hotel. Residential premises are located from 45 to 108 floors, and other premises are mostly offices. There are two observation decks in the skyscraper:
1. The first observation deck locates on the 125th floor, at a height of 456 meters above the ground. This gives people opportunity to see amazing panoramic views of the surroundings.
2. The second observation deck locates on the 148th floor at a height of 555 meters above the ground,. This is the highest observation deck in the world under the open sky.
Burj Khalifa is not only tourist attraction in Dubai. The skyscraper has tower with a spire, equipped with communication equipment for working of networks of cellular communication. This skyscraper is not just the tallest building in the world. Today the Burj Khalifa is called differently.
•This is the highest skyscraper
•This is the most multi-storey building •This is the highest outdoor observation deck •This is the high-rise building with the tallest lift •This is the skyscraper with the high-speed elevator etc. As a result, thanks to the skyscraper, this area and nearby areas became very prestigious, and therefore expensive. Statistics shows that the cost of such exclusive housing and commercial real estate grows, on average, by 35 percent. Moreover, it is not so important what about are in question. The cost of property near the skyscraper will be much higher than structures located away from it. Analysts believe that the rapid growth industries of tourism and trade occur in Downtown Dubai thanks to the presence of this skyscraper. In 2015 company AttractionTix declared that Burj Khalifa was the best attraction in the world. It helps to attract in Emirate of tourists from all over the world since its opening in 2010.
2. The second is "Tokyo Sky Tree" in Japan. In recent years many tall buildings have appeared. It worsened telecommunications. There were interruptions in communications. The signals were received from the old tower and they were poorly heard by last floors because of skyscrapers. Tokyo Sky Tree was built to solve this problem. In addition, the government planned to translate the country broadcasting in digital format. These and other moments have led to the need of designing the new tower. There was created the group of about 100 experienced professionals. Task was to do, not just television tower, but that it also was supposed to be earthquake resistant. "Tokyo Sky Tree" appeared in the capital by February 2012. There has emerged the world's second tallest building (634 meters) in Japan thanks to the creation of the tower. The opening of the tower was on May 22. There were involved 580 thousand people in construction. There was spent 812 million dollars. Built TV tower turned out to aseismic. Anti-seismic systems can withstand an earthquake of 7-ball force. The construction of Tokyo Sky Tree was made possible thanks to technical progress. Its height is 634 meters. This was built in 2011 and it was opened for visits of tourists in May 2012. The TV tower was built in just six years: the project was published in 2006 and it enacted in 2012. The authors of the skyscraper drew attention to three points at erection of Tokyo Sky Tree. These are the following points:
• The mixture of the traditional Japanese design with the newest modern technology.
• Tokyo Sky Tree contributed to increase capital at the expense of such grand construction • The building was built by last word of safety regulations. The tower must fulfill its production function. In this regard to it, its height had to exceed all existing buildings and those that might build later. The designers used new amortization technologies to protect the tower from earthquakes and hurricanes. The main goal is to support of the antennas. In addition to it, tourist use of this building was beforehand thought. Here everyone will find something to surprise oneself:
a) The tower was built in a not affluent area. Here there are many traditional Japanese buildings. So the view from the top is beautiful and varied. Tokyo Sky Tree has very high viewing platform. b) Some people are interested in technology. They want to see unusual design solutions. They are also interested by the complexity of implementation of the anti-seismic protection.
c) Other people like exotic. They look from the height of the observation deck on buildings, which are made in traditional Japanese architecture.
3. The third example is "Willis Tower" in Chicago in USA. Each country has its own characteristics, its own symbols. Such symbol is the Willis Tower for USA. There was decided to profitably use 5000 square meters of land and to build a skyscraper in Chicago. In 1973, the tower was built. The building was erected quickly due to a number of circumstances:
1. A large number of workers worked to construct the building. These were about two and a half thousand people; to tall buildings warily or negatively. As an example, it is possible to consider article "Peculiarities of high-rise construction of the Central district of Yekaterinburg" by Shvets A. V. and Tarasova I. V. From our point of view in the article we can see that high-rise construction has both positive and negative sides. On the one hand, it "promotes the development of economy, business, tourism" and it is "at the forefront in the construction industry". On the other hand there are some features, which "determine negative attitude towards high-rise construction in both the public and the architectural community". For example, it may "violate historical and cultural heritage of the city" [11, 12] From the point of view of the author of this article, opinions of various authors regarding the role of highrise construction can be very roughly divided as follows.
Table 5
The attitude of various authors [13] Author
The title of article +* -* +/-* Shvets A. V., Tarasova 
Table 6
The advantages and disadvantages of high-rise construction.
Advantages
Disadvantages • There plays a significant role in technical progress, •There promotes the development of business • There promotes the development of tourism.
• There are addressed issues related to urban transport • There is a large number of private and public investments • There use labor resources actively etc.
• There may be the violation of the historic part of the city.
• There are deaths and accidents • There are serious injuries • There may be air pollution, • People may feel uncomfortable on the street and in a building • There is strong wind etc.
In conclusion to the above table it can be noted that despite the fact that high-rise buildings are building more often, high-rise construction is still a high-risk area.
Thus, we see both positive and negative sides of high-rise construction. Along with the positive impact tall buildings can have serious negative effects. On the one hand high-rise construction is increased risk and great responsibility, and, on the other hand, this is an indicator of prestige and high professionalism of its participants. Much depends on the literacy development of the project and the organization implementing it. In Russia high-rise construction will be carried out due to lack of available of land for building in major cities such as Moscow, St. Petersburg and others. This can be assessed in different ways. However, as for most cities in the world, it is a forced measure on the one hand, and, on the other, a tribute to fashion and prestige.
